LRC NEWS

It’s been great welcoming parents into the LRC to browse through the wide range of books in our NEW parent library. Would love to see more of you visiting the LRC and perhaps even borrowing a book to take home. One of my favourites is ‘Reading Magic’ by Mem Fox - it explores when and where to read aloud to your child and gives easy to follow examples of how to get the most value and joy from a read-aloud session.

If you have a book suggestion I would love you to drop in or send me an email lphilp@smrosanna.catholic.edu.au

Did you know we have lots of budding scientists at SMOT! Many books on Science greet you as you enter the LRC. These have been very popular, in particular with the year 2's and 3's. I wonder if there have been lots of experiments and 'why?' questions at your house this week!?

Looking for something to do? Here’s an idea!

DreamWorks Animation: The Exhibition
ACMI Federation Square
Thursday 10 April - Sunday 5 October 2014
Open daily 10am - 5pm (Thursdays until 9pm)

"From the award-winning studio that brought you the animated classics Shrek, Madagascar and the awesome Kung Fu Panda comes the biggest exhibition in ACMI’s history - a world-first behind the scenes celebration of 20 years of DreamWorks Animation!

Featuring over 400 items including rare and never-before-seen concept drawings, models and original artworks, interviews and interactive displays from DreamWorks much-loved and favourite animated classics."

Keep reading .......... Lisa Philp 😊